Gain enterprise-scale visibility and audit support for employee password management

While complex and unique passwords are essential to protect against account hijacking, employees often struggle to recall the numerous application passwords required for their tasks. Consequently, users often resort to recycling easily memorable passwords, and reusing, storing, and sharing them in an unsecure manner. Organizations also struggle to safeguard, identify, and manage employee business application passwords for both security and compliance—without introducing unnecessary friction for end users.

Built as part of BeyondTrust Password Safe—the leading solution for securing privileged accounts, sessions, secrets, and keys—Workforce Passwords enables complete visibility and control of employee business passwords. Workforce Passwords safeguards employee business passwords in secure personal folders, using familiar web browser extensions to quickly allow employees to log into accounts for their daily work. With Workforce Passwords, benefit from full audit support, and knowing who accessed what business applications, and why.

"Password Safe with Workforce Passwords is a game-changer for us. We need the visibility, access control and the audit support Workforce Passwords supplies, which we just can't get with consumer-grade password managers. And we are leveraging all the strengths of our existing Password Safe implementation, like password policy enforcement and detailed activity reporting." - Fortune 100 manufacturer

Feature highlights include:

**Personalized Security Folders**
Make secure credential storage simple for employees—reducing risky password practices. Ensure employee app passwords remain compartmentalized, limiting the exposure of sensitive information to only those who need it.

**Browser Extension for Fast Adoption**
Simplify the process of retrieving and injecting secrets to further reinforce consistent use of Workforce Passwords, and eliminate insecure practices.

**Comprehensive Audit Capabilities**
Enhance visibility, security, and auditability by tracking and analyzing user actions. Quickly detect suspicious activities associated with access to employee business applications, and gain a holistic view of password health across the organization.

Enterprise-class Security
Securely manage and store business application passwords, by leveraging the enterprise stability, features, and availability of an enterprise-class PAM solution.

Rapid Adoption for Fast Value
Drive faster adoption across the enterprise by providing familiar and easy-to-use end-user tools and a rapid deployment model.

Unmatched Visibility and Audit Support
Gain a comprehensive view of all user entitlements and actions, reflecting the convenience and security of leading consumer solutions, with advanced compliance reporting delivered with enterprise security and scale.

Password Safe Product Details & Demo
https://www.beyondtrust.com/solutions/workforce-passwords